Advances in our understanding of learning and memthe understanding of human memory. Over the years, ory have come from studies conducted in a variety of studies have repeatedly shown the exquisite precision organisms, ranging from invertebrates, such as Aplysia in how the brain develops, how information is integrated and Drosophila, to humans. Tremendous gains have and processed by neurons, and how various functions been made at many levels of analysis-from molecular, are organized and distributed in different brain sites. Yet cellular, and systems level approaches to cognitive and both daily experience and ample observations clearly behavioral studies. In many brain systems, barriers bedemonstrate that somehow embedded within this detween different scientific disciplines are dissolving, and ceptively stable structure is an amazing capacity to our understanding of the genes, proteins, and signaling adapt and change as a result of experience-allowing cascades underpinning learning processes are beginthe brain to acquire, retain, and later, when needed, ning to converge into an integrated understanding of retrieve the stored information for subsequent use. What the neurobiological and cognitive processes underlyare the brain mechanisms underlying the various facets ing memory. of declarative memory (our memory for facts and events)
